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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
RESEARCH MEMORANDUM
AN INVESTIGATION OF IOADS ON AILERONS
AT TRANSONICSPEEDS
By Jack 1?.Runckel and W. H. Gray
.. .
SUMMARY .’
Some aileron load characteristics for three thin wings var@ng in
sweep have been presented for Mach numbers from O.~ to 1.05. For the
transonic Mach number range, shock effects exert a L=ge influence on
the loading, but the exact location of each shock for a specific wing
design cannot be cataloged at the present time. It is shown, however,
that the aileron loading, although greater h ma+@tude than at mibsonic
speeds, nevertheless varies m as @f om
INTRODUCTION
a fashion as at stisonic speeds.
Limited information obtained fmm unpubllsl@d data for investiga-
tions at the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory has indicated that loading
on flap-type controls may change in a nunumifom fashion in the transonic
range. ,The purpose of this paper is to present a few loading charac-
teristics of typical wing-aileron configurations which have recently been
obtained in the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel.
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A ai3pectratio
b wing or aileron span
c wing chord
5 average aileron chord
9
CN aileron normal-force coefficient
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root chord
Mach number
normsl force
pressure coefficient
dynsmic pressure
dleron area
fraction of wing chord
fraction of aileron average chord
fraction of aileron span
angle of attack
aileron deflection
angle of sweepback
taper ratio
DESCKCPTION OFMODEIS
The plan forms of the configurations tested are shown in figure 1.
Three wing-body cadbinations having unbalanced d.lerons were investi-
gated: a h-percent-thick unswept wing, a J-percent-thick swept wing, and
a 3-percent-thick triangular wing. The unswept wing had outbosrd ailerons
extending over 40 percent of the wing semispan with a chord of 25 ~rcent
of the wing chord. The swept wing had centra13y located ailerom also
extending over 40 yercent of the semispan with the aileron chord 30 per-
cent of the wing chord. The triangularwinghad an outboard aileron of
37’percent semispanextenttitia ccmstmt chord of 10percent of the
wing root chord. Other characteristics of the configurations, including
the location of the inboard end of each aileron, are noted in figure 1.
Loads information on the ailerons of the unswept and swept wings was
obtained from two-component strah-gage balances located inqide the W-S.
Pressure-distribution measurements were, however, also obtained for the
unreflected-aileron case for the entire chord at each of three spamise
stations on the unswept wing and six spanwise stations on the swept wing.
The loading on the triangular-~ aileron was detemdned from pressure-
distrilmtion measurmen ts at two spsmise stations over tti aileron out
.,- w
of the six a~ble statio b
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DISCUSSION ..
Because shock fomations occur at transonic speeds, it was reason-
able to expect that the fomation and-movement of & shocks would intro-
duce nonlkearities in control loads. The most predominant shocks for
the three representative wingp with unreflected controls sxe’illustrated
in figure 2 for what may be characterized as the Mach numbers for which
the shocks would be expected to ex?rt the greatest influence over the
control area. The observations which follow would necessarily be modi-
fied somewhat for deflected flaps.
The flow-field shock is a nomal shock and its rapid -al movement
across and off the wing with ticreasing angle of attack at a given Mach
nmiber is responsible for a change in the pressure-distribution shape
from triangular to generally rectangular which will be shown to cause
some nonMnearities in loading characteristics. Examples of typical
pressure-distributionchanges are illustrated in figure 2.
At moderate and high angles of attack the wing leadlng-edge and
trailing-edge shocks develop, but as they are relatively weak in the case
vement to portions of the wing, oneof thin wings and are restricted in mo
would not expect them to cause severe loading changes. These latter
shocks may, however, Induce high fluctuating loads and further studies
.
are being made of this aspect. Although there are shilarities in the
shock patterns in the transonic range between different ~ designs, the
e~ct location of each shock for a specific wing is unpredictable at the
present time.
Typical effects of Mach number and deflection on the aileron loading
characteristics of the three representative wings will now %e discussed.
Several loading variations obtained on the aileron of the unswept
wing are shown in figure 3. Aileron normal-force coefficient’is plotted
against angle of attack for three nominal control deflections, -10°, 0°,
and 10°. The characteristics at a Mach nuniberof 0.8 which is repre-
sentative of the high subsonic speed variation are shown with the brohn
Mnes, and the variation at a Mach nuniberof 0.94which is typical of
the transonic ramge is indicated by the so~d line.
At a Mach nuaiberof 0.80 the aileron is im.effectivein developing
nomal-force load with change in emgle of a&ack up to angles of about 8°
which representsothe approxbnate msximm lift for the wing at this Mach
number. Above 8 the loading over the control chamges from triangular
to trapezoidal in shape and the loading increases with angle of attack.
At a Mach nmber of 0.94the aileron becomes effective in prcxlucbg
increased loading with angle-of-attack change at much lower angles and
the increase in load is ge&raUy greater.tlym at the lower Mach nuuibers.
‘~ ‘
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The rate of increase in loading at low eagles of attack contrasted with
high angles of attack is directly related to the change in pressure
distribution from triangular to rectangular (fig. 2) which in turm is
influenced by the shock pattern. At transonic Mach numbers from 0.92
to 1.05,
to those
For
to 1.05,
negative
the-values of aileron normal-force coefficient lie very close
shown for O.9k Mach numiber.
the &st speed range, which was f% a Mach nuuiberof 0.70
the spread in mqgmitude of load csrried at the positive @
d.leron deflections remains approximately constant with angle-
of-attack chsnge.
Figure k shows similar information obtained with the 45° swept-wing
aileron. The nominal.control deflections are now 15° and -15° hstead
of 10°. &@n the Wch numbers illustrated are 0.8 and 0.94. Here again
the data shown for a Mach number of 0.94 is typical of the results
obtained at Mach nunibersfra 0.92 *O 1.05.
There are several differences between this aileron and the unswept-
wing aileron. b the first place, the effect of Mach nuuiberon the load
carried by tlieaileron (compsre the values of load coefficient at 12° angle
of attack) is not as great as that on the unswept-wing aileron. Secondly,
the spread h magnitude of load for positivk and negative deflections does
not rematn constant with angle of attack for the swept wing. It may slso
be noted that the swept wing with 15° aileron deflection carried about ,
the same tit load at the lower angles of attack as the unswept-wing
aileron with 10° deflection (fig. 3).
The loading chmacteristics of the outboard aileron on the trian-
_ ~ ue shown in figure 5. The aileron load variations with single
of attack at Mach nuribersof 0.80 and 0.98are presented for nmn@al con-
trol deflections of 0°, 15°, and -15°.
Several predominant characteristics of this control should be noted.
The msgdtude of the unit load carried by the triangular-wing aileron for
the same c“ontroldeflections is genersXly greater than that of the swept-
wing aileron; the transonic variation in aileron loading with .angleof
attack is more uniform than at high mibsonic speeds; the effect of Mach
nuder on the load carried by the aileron is greater at zero and positive
deflections than at negative control deflections.
Same variation of aileron center-of-load location with llachnurber for
the thee ailerons tested is shown in figuxe 6. Chordwise center of load
referenced to the average chord of the aileron G and spanwise center of
load referenced to the span of the aileron b are plotted on the vertical
scales with Mach number on the horizontal axis. The center-of-load loca-
tions for appromtely comparable deflections for the three controls are
illustrated in this figure. An attempt has been made to indicate typical
-“
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locations of center-of-load travel for constant angles of attack and
vsq-ing control deflection, and constsnt control deflection with changing
@ of attack. The center-of-load locations may, however, vary over
greater limits than those shown in the case where the load or moments
approach zero.
5e chordwise center-of-load location of the unswept-wing aileron
generally remains between the 20- and 50-percent-aileron-chordlocations
through most of the angle-of-attack range for sillcontrol deflections
tested. ‘Thespanwise center-of-load location is near tm midspan of the
aileron.
The chordwise center-of-load travel of the swept-wing aileron is
somewhat greater than that for the unswept-wing aileron, gener&lly
extending from the
tested. Again the
of the aileron.
l?hechordwise
20- to 6&percent-chord
spanwise center of load
center-of-load location
gularwlng also generall yliesbetweenthe
tions and the spszwise location is usuallj
for the other two ailerons, being near the
the aileron.
points for t~ deflections
remains at about the center
on the aileron of the trian-
20- and 60-percent-chord sta-
somewhat more inboard than
k5-percent-sPsn station of
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Some dleron load chsxacteristics for three thh wings varying in “
sweep have been presented for Mach nmibers from 0.80 to 1.05. For the
transonic Mach nuniberrsmge, shock.effects exert a large influence on
the loading, but the e=ct location of each shock for a specific wing
design cannot be cataloged at the present time. It is shown, however,
that the aileron loading, although greater in magnitude than at subsonic
speeds, nevertheless varies in as uniform a fashion as at mibsonic speeds.
Laugley @ronautical Laboratoryj
National Advisory Ccmmittee for Aeronautics,
-ey~eld, Vs., April 21, 1955.
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AILERON NORMAL- FORCE COEFFICIENT CHANGE WITH c!
UNSWEPT WING
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Figure 3
AILERON NORPVIAL+ORCECOEFFICIENT CHANGE WITH a
SWEPTWING
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AILERON NORMAL- FORCE COEFFICIENT CHANGE WITH a
TRIANGULAR WING
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AILERON GENTER -OF-LOAD LOCATIONS
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